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Let X,, X,, . . be a sequence of i.i.d. random variables and S, their partial sums. Necessary 
and sufficient conditions are given for {n -““S,}p to have uniformly bounded pth moments, 
o<p<q<2. 
Some of the results are generalized to martingale differences. 
Burkholder inequalities * Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities * characteristic function * mar- 
tingale difference * concentration function * stationary sequences * ergodic * symmetrization 
1. Introduction 
A result announced by Gordin [lo] without proof concerning the central limit 
theorm for a sequence of stationary ergodic random variables without the assumption 
of finite second order moments is proved by Hall and Heyde [ 11, pp. 136-1381. A 
step in their proof consists in showing the following theorem. 
Theorem 1. Let {X,};” be a stationary and ergodic sequence of martingale differences. 
PutS,=C;X,. If 
(1.1) 
then EXE < co. 
Remark 1.1. The converse holds by the martingale central limit theorem (Hall and 
Heyde [1 1, Theorem 3.21). In fact, if EX: = g2 -=I ~0, then n-“‘S, L N(0, a*) and 
Eln -“2Snl -+d2/7r u. Hence, an equivalent formulation of Theorem 1 is: 
lim Eln-“2S,,I exists always and equals (2EX’,/lr)“’ (finite or infinite). 
Unfortunately, the proof of Theorem 1 given by Hall and Heyde is incorrect. This 
was also remarked by Herrndorf [12]. We will prove the theorem in Section 8. 
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Before treating the martingale case, we will consider the simpler case when {X,}y 
is a sequence of independent identically distributed random variables (i.i.d.r.v.). 
We will give several different proofs of Theorem 1 for this case illustrating various 
techniques. Some of the proofs enable us to weaken the assumption (1. I), replacing 
the expectation by lower moments. 
Theorem 2. Let {X,}; be i.i.d.r.v. and put S, =Cy Xk. If 
(1.2) 
for some p, 0 < p < 2, then EXE < CO and EX,, = 0. 
By Liapounov’s inequality, (1.2) for some p implies (1.2) for every smaller p. 
(Hence the restriction p < 2 is irrelevant.) 
In Section 7 we will further improve upon the moment condition and replace it 
with a condition on the tail probabilities. 
Theorem 3. Let {X,}; and S, be as in Theorem 2. If there exists an a <CO such that 
sup P 
Si 
n (I I i_ >a <I, vn 1 (1.3) 
then EX: <CC and EXk = 0. 
Remark 1.2. The converses of Theorem 2 and 3 hold by the central limit theorem. 
Remark 1.3. For simplicity, we wrote sup in ( 1.2) and ( 1.3) and not lim as in ( 1.1). 
However, Theorems 2 and 3 are valid also with sup replaced by l&r, as is seen from 
the proofs given below with n restricted to a suitable subsequence. It follows, as in 
Remark 1.1, that lim E(n- “2Sn(p (O<p<2) and lim P(ln-“‘S,I>a) always exist, 
and that the latter limit either is identically one, or strictly less than one for all a > 0. 
Finally, we will in Section 9 briefly study weaker conditions on the moments of 
S,, allowing them to grow as higher powers of n. We obtain the following two 
theorems, for boundedness and convergence, respectively. 
Theorem 4. Let {X,}; be i.i.d.r.v. and put S, = CT Xk. If 0 <c p < q < 2, then 
sup Ejn -‘?s,(p <cc (1.4) 
n 
if and only if for some C < ~0, 
P(JX,\> t)s Ct-Y 
and, if qa 1, 
(1.5) 
EXk=O if q> 1, (1.6) 
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Theorem 4’. With notation as in Theorem 4, the following three conditions are 
equivalen 1: 
6) E\n -“?qp + 0 as n+co (1.4’) 
(ii) n-1/4S $+O as n+cC (1.7) 
(iii) P(lX,l> t)=o(tP) as t+oO (1.5’) 
and, ifq2 1, 
EX,=O ifq> 1, 
E(X,.IlX~l~a))~Oasa~co 
(1.6’) 
if q=l. 
Remark 1.4. When 0 <p < q < 1, (1.6) and (1.6’) are vacuous and (1.4) e (1.5), 
(1.4’)e(l.S). 
Remark 1.5. By Theorem 4’, convergence of n -“qSn to 0 in probability is equivalent 
to convergence in L” for every p < q. In contrast, n-““S, converges to 0 in L4 e 
n-“‘S, + 0 a.s. ti E[X,[’ < 00, see Fyke and Root [15]. 
Remark 1.6. Feller [8, Theorem VII.7.11 gives the equivalence of (ii) and (iii) in 
Theorem 4’ for q = 1. See also Loeve [13, 22.5.3”, Corollary 11, for a related 
characterization. 
Remark 1.7. Stable distributions with exponent q give examples satisfying ( 1.4). 
Remark 1.8. It is not possible to replace sup by lim in Theorem 4. A counter example 
is given by X, discrete, assuming the values 0, +n,, in,, . . . where nJ- increases 
rapidly (e.g. n, = 2”) and P(X, = kn,) =jn,yq. 
Remark 1.9. Martingale analogues of Theorems 4 and 4’ exist. See Section 9. 
2. Preliminaries 
We begin with some simple observations that will be used in the proofs 
of Theorem 2. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that (1.2) holds and that EX: < 00. Then EX, = 0. 
Proof. By (1.2), S,/ n + 0 in Lp and thus in probability. Since S,/ II + EX,, by the 
law of large numbers, EX, = 0. II 
Hence it remains to show that (1.2) e EX: < 00. 
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Next, we note that we may assume that X, are symmetrized. Let {X,} and {XL} 
be independent and identically distributed sequences and put & = XI -Xi, $, = 
1: z?k. Then ElsnlP G~c,,EIS,,I~ and since ET?: < 00 H EX: <a it is sufficient to 
prove the result for &. 
Remark 2.1. X is symmetrized if X = Z -Z’, where Z and Z’ are i.i.d.r.v. Hence 
the characteristic functionf,( t) = Ifi(t 3 0. H owever, a characteristic function may 
be nonnegative without being the characteristic function of a symmetrized variable; 
an example is (1 - t2)2 e-3”‘4, see Lukacs [ 14, p. 1271. We recall that X is symmetric 
if and only if fY( t) is real, a much weaker condition. Some of the arguments given 
later are valid for any symmetric random variable, but some of them require the 
characteristic function to be nonnegative. 
Another technique that will be used in some of the proofs is truncation. We put, 
for a > 0, 
x = X, ifI&/~a, ha i 0 otherwise (2.1) 
and S,, = CT X,,. 
Lemma 2. If (I 2) holds for some p, 0 < p < 2, and EIS,,/’ s CEIS,[Pfor all n, a > 0, 
where C is a constant not depending on n or a, then EX; < ~0. 
Proof. By the assumptions, for some C, A < 03, and all n, a > 0 
Eln -‘I*SJ < CEln.-“*S,IP -s CA. 
Put a: = EX& < co. By Lemma 1, EX,, = 0 and thus, by the 
n -I/2 S,, : N(0, (T:) and E~n~“2S,,~P+ a,,~“,. 
Consequently, for every a, 
u”, G CA/ ayp 
and thus 
EX: = lim P’, G (CA/ ap)2’p < 00. 0 
cI-*s 
3. The first proof of Theorem 2 
central limit theorem 
We begin with a very elementary proof of Theorem 2 for the case 1 4 p < 2. By 
the symmetrization argument of Section 2, we may assume that X, is a symmetric 
random variable. The result then follows from Lemmas 2. 1 and 
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Lemma 3. Let {X,}; be a sequence of independent symmetric random variables, and 
let {ak}r be a sequence of positive numbers. Let X,,, be the truncation defined as in 
(2.1). Then 
Proof. By induction and conditioning, it is sufficient to prove that if X is symmetric, 
a > 0, and b is a real number, then 
E(X,+b[P~E(X+bjP, 
where X,=X. Z(lX)sa). 
To see this, let F(x) be the distribution function of X. Thus, employing the 
symmetry, 
EIX+b(“= J Ix+blP dF+ J (x+b(r dF+ iXiG(1 x,0 J (-x+bjP dF, ,Y>Cl 
and 
EIX+b(P-EjX,+b(P= J (/b+x~P+~b-x~P-2)b~P)dF~0, X>(I 
since lxIp is convex and thus [b(p<i(lb +xIp +Ib -xIp). q 
Remark 3.1. It follows from the proof that 1. lp may be replaced by any convex 
function. 
Remark 3.2. In fact, the lemma is a special case of Jensen’s inequality for conditional 
expectations. Since X, is symmetric, E(X,IX,,,) = X,,,, and thus 1: X,,, = 
WC: mLl,, . . . > Xa,,). 
4. The second proof 
The general case of Theorem 2 (p > 0) follows as in the preceding proof by the 
results of Section 2, extending Lemma 3 by the following lemma. 
Lemma 4. Let {X,}; be a sequence of independent random variables with non-negative 
characteristic functions fk( t), and let { uk} 7 be a sequence of positive numbers. Let X,,, 
be the truncations defined as in (2.1). Then 
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Remark 4.1. By Remark 2.1, Lemma 4 applies to all symmetrized random variables, 
but not to all symmetric ones. In fact, the result may fail for symmetric variables 
when p < 1: 
Example. Let X,, X2 be i.i.d.r.v. with P(X, = 1) = P(X, = -1) =i. If a, < 1 <a,, then 
X,,, = 0 and thus EIX,,, +X_7rr,jp = EIX$ = I, but E]X, +X,1” = 2 $2” = 2”- ’ < 1. 
Remark 4.2. For symmetric random variables the result holds within a constant 
depending only on p. In fact, by the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities (6.1), 
EJCX,,,I”~C,E(CX~,~)P”~C,,E(CX~)P”~(C,/C,,)EIC XII”. 
Proof of Lemma 4. We use the following well-known formula whose proof we omit: 
If X has the characteristic function ,f( t) and 0 <p < 2, then 
EIXI” = cp J -’ 1 - Ref(t) dt. 1( ltJ”P (4.1) 
Let cpr( t) be the characteristic function of Xkrrk. Then, if FL is the distribution 
function of XL, 
J 
ah 
J 
x 
cpk(f) = e”‘dF,(x)+2 dF,(x), 
-ah (IA 
(lh 
u: 
os.fj(t) = 
J 
ei” dF,(x)+2 
J 
cos tx dF,(x) 
ai al 
and thus O<,fk(t)G ql(t). Hence, using (4.1) twice, 
5. The third proof 
We can alternatively use (4.1) without truncations. We assume that the variables 
are symmetric. By Fatou’s lemma, 
(5.1) 
Suppose that EX: = ~0. Then, if t # 0, n( 1 -.f’( t/j,)) + ~0 as n + 0 andf( t/d;)” --f 0. 
(We omit the elementary proof.) Hence the last integral in (5.1) is jyx d t/ 1 t]’ rp = ~0, 
a contradiction. 0 
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6. The fourth proof 
Another, more advanced proof of Theorem 2 is obtained by 
The Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund inequalities. Zf {X k ; are independent random variables } 
and either I =Z p <CO and every EX, = 0, or 0 < p < 1 and every X,, is symmetric, then 
(6.1) 
Hence, if (1.2) holds and we assume as we may that X, is symmetric, 
By Fatou’s lemma 
but lim( l/ n) CT Xi = EX: a.s. by the law of large numbers (even if EX; is infinite). 
Consequently, EX: s (A/c,,)*~” < ~0. q 
7. Proof of Theorem 3 
We will now prove Theorem 3. (By Chebyshev’s inequality, this yields the fifth 
proof of Theorem 2.) We will use the concentration function defined as follows. 
Let X be a random variable and A > 0, then we put 
(7.1) 
A simple consequence of the definition is that, for k 2 0, 
0(X; kA)s([kl+l)Q(X;h). 
We use the following result by Esseen [7]: 
(7.2) 
Lemma 5. Let {Xk}y be i.i.d.r.u. and put S, = CT Xk. For a Jixed A > 0, the following 
hold: 
(a) if.??Xi=~~, then Q(S,,;A)=o(n-I”), n+a?, 
(b) ifEXi<a, then K,(A)nP”2s Q(S,,; A) < K2(h)n-‘i7 for some positive con- 
stants K,(A) and KJA). 
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BY (1.3), NS,I s a&) 2 E for some F > 0 and every n. Hence Q(S, ; 2~24;) 3 E 
and, by (7.2), 
Q(S,;2a)>L 
[A] + 1 
Q(S,,;2a++. 
n 
Lemma 5 thus yields EXZ < ~0. 
Finally, it is easily shown by the central limit theorem that if (1.3) holds and 
EX: <CC, then EX,, = 0. C- 
8. The martingale case. Proof of Theorem 1 
Of the preceding five proofs, only the fourth can be adapted to the martingale 
case. Burkholder [3] proved that the inequalities (6.1) hold for any sequence of 
martingale differences, provided p > 1. However, this only gives a weaker version 
of Theorem 1 (with pth moment, p> l), but we have the following weak-type 
substitute for p = I, also by Burkholder [3]. 
Lemma 6. Let {X,}; be a sequence of martingale differences and put S, = 2: X,. Then 
where C is a constant. 
Remark 8.1. Burkholder [3,4,5] gives proofs with C = 18, 3, 2. See also Garsia [9] 
(with C = 6). 
Proof of Theorem 1. For simplicity we assume that ElS,/&l s A < co. (In general, 
we restrict attention to a subsequence.) 
Lemma 6 (with A replaced by A&) yields 
if h is large enough. 
By the ergodic theorem, see e.g. Breiman [2], 
(8.2) 
Suppose that EX: = co. Then ( l/ n) x: X: +CO and thus the left hand side of (8.2) 
converges to 1 as n + 03, a contradiction. 0 
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9. Proofs of Theorems 4 and 4’ 
We will give a proof of Theorem 4, omitting some of the details. We use C to 
denote various constants. The proof of Theorem 4’ is entirely similar, and we may 
use (1.7) in the ‘necessity’ part of the proof below. 
Proof of sufficiency. We truncate at n”q, putting Yk = XJ(lX,l s n”9) and 2, = 
X, - Yk. If 0 <p < q < 1, one easily obtains El Yk] s Cn”4-’ and El&l” s Cnp’q-‘. 
Hence 
snE/Y,Is Cn”q and E i 2, 
I I 
P 
s nEIZklP s Cn*“. 
I 
Consequently, 
If p < 9 = 1 we write 
&=i(Y,-EY,)+nEY,+iZ,. 
I I 
The first term is estimated by 
(9.1) 
E i(Yk-EYk) ‘=nE(Y,-EY,)‘snEY:sCn2 
I 
and thus 
the second term is O(n) by assumption and the third term is estimated as above. 
If q> 1 we write 
S,, =i ( Yk - EY,) +i (2, - EZ,). 
I I 
The second moment of the first term is estimated as above. The second term can 
be treated as above when p s 1; if p > 1 we apply the Marcinkiewicz-Zygmund 
inequalities (6.1) yielding 
P/2 
s CnE((Z, - EZ k )2)p’2s CnpIq. 
(9.2) 
(Alternatively, we could obtain (9.2) by the result of von Bahr and Esseen [l].) 
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Proof of necessity. Assume that ( 1.4) holds. In proving ( 1 S), we may by symmetriz- 
ation, assume that XI, is symmetric. Then, by Feller [X, Lemma V.5.21, 
For some constant A the right-hand side is >e-’ for all n. Hence P(lX,l> An”“) 2 
l/n and (1.5) follows. This completes the proof for 4 < I. 
If q = 1 we use (1.5) and (9.1) again. The pth moments of the left-hand side and 
of the first and third terms on the right-hand side are O(n”). Hence IEY,Is C 
independent of n. 
If q > 1 we obtain EX, = 0 by the law of large numbers, cf. Lemma I. @ 
Remark 9.1. The assumption that {X,} be i.i.d. was not used in the sufficiency part 
of the proof for the case q < 1. Hence, if 0 < p < q < 1 and {X,} is any sequence of 
random variables satisfying (1.5) (with C independent of k), (I .4) holds. Similarly, 
if q > I, (1.4) holds for every martingale difference sequence {X,} satisfying (1.5). 
We omit the details. Analogous generalizations of Theorem 4’ follow similarly. See 
Chatterji [6] for related results concerning convergence in Lp (p = q) and a.s. 
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